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About This Game

Hat Trick Header brings you all the fun of football headers without the head trauma!

Unique gameplay

Your head is the controller: swing it and drive incoming footballs towards targets.

Opt for a calm play style or swing your head quickly to drive the ball faster.

Designed from scratch for VR.

Discover three locations in Brazil

Play at the Training Grounds where football stars are born.

Head on to the Copacabana beach where the warm Brazilian sun and the Atlantic breeze welcome you.

Step onto the pitch of the legendary Maracana stadium.

Play challenging levels
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Play 18 levels with unique target sets and varying degrees of difficulty. Even football pros will find it challenging to
strike some targets.

Hit targets of different value in carefully handcrafted levels. Chase after the valuable moving targets by memorizing
their patterns. Hurry up and hit the timed targets before they disappear for good.

Keep up a hit streak, unlock the Super Ball and beat that old high score!

Challenge your friends in Local Multiplayer mode

This is where the fun really begins! Invite your friends over and challenge them.

Play locally with up to four players in hot seat mode for domination. Hat Trick Header will be the life of your party!
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Title: Hat Trick Header
Genre: Action, Casual, Sports
Developer:
no-pact
Publisher:
no-pact
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8.1 x64 or later, Windows 10 x64

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 / AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 600 MB available space

English
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Really fun to mess around in,

music and sound effects are great!!. I recommend this game for anyone who has a taste for fantasy RPGs and various concepts
that are interwoven into a single game to make something new and fresh.

This game has great music, I could honestly see myself just listening to it casually while working or going to sleep as it is also
very soothing. Very nice melodies that bring the game to life.

The artwork is very nice. In fact, each design invokes emotion. The Portal Demon actually scared me when I first played the
game off the creator's site and Candy Mountain is one of my favorite areas aside from the sadly memory wiped Fureta Jungle (it
actually looks like it is falling apart and "shutting down", adding to the emotions embeded in the situation).

I honestly don't see anything to complain about in terms of the characters. Hellana is cute. Diamond is bravey. Christina is
snarky. And Melrose is complex. I can actually relate a bit to Melrose as I have been severely bullied myself throughout my
entire school career and I can easily sympathize with her on that note.

EDIT (AFTER FINISHING):

As for actual game play, this is very good. The ending was sad and funny at the sametime. Watching Melrose in the real world
fall to her death on the left nearly made me cry and the happiness in the Dream World on the right was very uplifting. The two
meshed well and kept me from bawling my eyes out for the whole house to hear.

The storyline is still very good. Sure finding all of the ingredients for the good armor was tedious but well worth it. I still highly
recomend this game. I am currently on the Plus Story now and still enjoying the music and art. Also, the Virginitphosbius (how
ever you spell the third form of Farah that was once called Agraphobius) is easily the most distrubing, scary looking monster in
the game. It beats the portal demon, hands down in design and representation.

That's another thing, all the phobius represent a specific fear. Arachinphobius represents the fear of spiders while Agraphobius
represents the fear of sexual abuse. Very clever there Rose Portal Games. It definitely show that they know quite a bit about
pshycology. This game gets more brownie points from me!. fat chicks???????. Game is good and creepy. I think they have a bit
more developement needed.. Enjoyed very much. The biggest thing I would love to see added is feet tracking, would take it to
another level.
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Meh ... I was expecting something like Firefighter or Police Focres 2, but it's completely different, i don't konw how to diefine
this ... It's not a bad game, but not even good .... Such a depressing game. Nowhere near the level of helldiver.. Hello, Jadiwan
here from Let's Play Online.

I bought Landless yesterday after following it for a few weeks.

The NPC graphics appear to be stock issue from a developer package, but this is not unusual in an early access game that has
been recently released. Landless has a great tutorial to help new players get started. Content for the game has been steadily
improved since release.

The developers have amazing plans for Landless and I personally can't wait to see what changes come out in the next update. If
you are into playing early access games and enjoy playing the game as new content comes out. Landless is worth the cost. I
whole heartedly give the Landless a thumb up.

If you want to see the first 30 minutes of gameplay, look at my first look at Landless.

https://youtu.be/MCkj270eGls

I have also started a Let's Play Series that I will regularly post new gameplay of Landless as the game develops and updated
content is added. Check out Landless Season One.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLuO_5izIza4jxVLzMmFsRI6sbcCAmhEQ-

I hope this review helps you decide if you are interested in Landless.

Jadiwan
Let's Play Online. Russian trollware

- No save (15 min long game so didn't need one)

- Defauls in a 2k + wide resolution to look hardcore

- Alt + F4 to escape to look hardcore

- Game involves walking around tripping jump scares to progess
until the protagonist gets locked in a dark room talking to his grandmother
from this point you can't see anything and can't find your way out.
Some people (I don't know how) got past this and a short time later game ends
with a 'Thanks for supporting us' splash screen.

Basically a short protoype to fund a larger project

Trollhouse cookies are $2 cheaper and taste better so save your $. i like this route
. Tin Boy??

More like Dank Boy

10/10

Would Buy Again. About this DLC.

I've played many hours of Beat Hazard and definately enough to think that the ideas this DLC are offering are very interesting.
The mechanics are put there and something that I was missing for this game was a kind of variety in terms of ships and
missions. And that's basically what this DLC adds: 9 ships with 3 missions available for all of them.
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But now you'll ask... why am I thumbing it down?

There are 2 main reasons, and each applies to both new features. First of all, I was kinda disappointed that almost all ships are
BAD. I mean, none of them is better than the original one, so what's the point? At least that's how I felt about it. Good think you
can customize your own ship 'cause otherwise I'd end up by using the same ship I've been playing with the last 30h of gaming.

Secondly, ALL missions are farmed-based. Now that sucks A LOT. Some missions were like "accumulate 50 million points" 'n'
stuff. I agree about the Death Penalty they had since it made it more challenging, but there's no point either if the missions are
meant to do the same and not, for instance, some specific thing in an specific song. In the end this game has its own soundtrack,
they could've squeezed it more since it's a good one.

I don't know guys. I bought this DLC kinda hyped (from all music-synth games, this is by far my favorite one) but the result
wasn't what I expected. However I wouldn't mind buying another DLC if they make it at least interesting, or fun to play, not just
"the same thing you were doing before".
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